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“Listen, both of you. No matter how angry you get, you better keep yourself in check. From this moment

on, don’t say a word. Just sit and rest with me. Circulate the energy in your body and try to see if there are

any problems in your system.

The two of them nodded, realizing how bad the problem was as well. If they continued letting the array

control their emotions, they could very well lose their lives.

Even though they lost their temper earlier, they retained some rationality after Vivian’s words. The three of

them thus sat down and started to inspect their bodies.

Vivian felt like the fire killing array would probably not be able to affect their mental state directly. It

probably started to affect their bodies without them knowing, causing them to lose control of their

emotions. Vivian closed his eyes and circulated his soul energy around his body.

Time slowly ticked away.

After 15 minutes, Vivian opened his eyes abruptly. “So it’s here!”

When his soul energy flowed close to his heart, he suddenly found a small ember that was as thin as hair,

the ember was burning in that area in secret. Vivian took a deep breath, not knowing how that ember had

gotten into his body unknowingly.

Vivian had absolute confidence in his skills. He felt like he would be able to successfully get past every

single challenge in the Whirling World as long as he took it seriously. Yet, that small ember almost caused

him to attack Josua.

He did not know what would happen after he did that. It was possible that they would have been deemed

to have failed the moment he even injured Josua slightly. If that were the case, he would have lost

everything. His plans would go up in smoke.

The Vibrant Hall was something incredibly important to Milos. Ever since he found out about the place,

most of Vivian’s plans for the future centered on it. There were no idiots in this world. The warriors from

second-grade worlds had spent so much just to open it.

They even carefully crafted out so many plans to gather the Heartblood of warriors from third-grade

worlds, which angered them. Multiple wars had started thanks to that, and the warriors from second-grade

worlds had lost a lot.

They were completely devoted to opening the VibrantHall. Vivian had seen it all. The fact that so much

effort and so many preparations had been made for it naturally meant that the Vibrant Hall was worth all of

that.

Rumor had it that there were treasures that could change one’s fate inside, and Vivian believed this to be

true. Otherwise, they would not work so hard to open up the Vibrant Hall.

The Vibrant Hall was in Violet City. If he failed to even step into Violet City, he could forget about the

Vibrant Hall.

He almost failed thanks to that tiny ember.

Vivian used his soul energy to wrap around that ember. The ember struggled frantically, but his soul

energy was greater. It only struggled for a moment before it was extinguished.

Suddenly, all that anger he felt earlier disappeared entirely. He did not know how that ember controlled his

emotions, but that was no longer important. That little thing had almost ruined everything for him, so Vivian

was rather scared.
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